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In the Shadow of Borat
	 Kazakhstan	has	become	an	international	punch	line	thanks	to	Borat: Cultural 
Learnings of America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan	(Gregorian,	
2007).	But	the	Kazakhs	“are	not	willing	to	let	the	joke	be	on	them.”	The	tabloid	New 





are	 the	former	Soviet	“oligarchs,”	or	 tycoons,	who	harvest	 free	publicity	at	 the	
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Preliminary Focus Group Analysis




Charles	and	distributed	by	20th	Century	Fox, the	film Borat: Cultural Learnings of 








Fall	 2006	academic	 semester	when	Mass	Communication	 students	 at	 the	State	
University	of	New	York	College	at	Oneonta	were	viewing	excerpts	from	various	








































































































































of	 alternative	 belief	 systems	 that	 have	 popped	 up	 like	mushrooms,	 competing	
against	science,	in	the	former	Socialist	block.	It	requires	a	little	more	than	a	few	
vulgar	jokes	to	explain	to	an	American	audience	how	after	a	long,	heavy	period	
of	 ideological	 pressure	 scientific	determinism	 failed	 together	with	 the	 socialist	
system.	Free	at	last,	some	Soviet	intellectuals	threw	themselves	into	a	frantic	and	
often	ignorant	mix	of	religion	and	superstition,	using	formerly	reputable	central	
















































































	 While	most	Americans	 find	Borat	 hilarious,	 others	 express	 their	 concerns	
about	 stereotyping	 Muslims	 as	 being	 primitive	 and	 promiscuous	 (xymphora,	
2006).	Comparing	 today’s	anti-Muslim	 jokes	 to	blackface	humor	 in	 the	1920s,	
one	blogger	implies	that	cultural	hegemony	acts	as	a	“modern	cloak	of	prejudice”	

















class	 at	 the	 dinner	 party	 where	 Borat	 receives	 instructions	 in	 dining	 etiquette	
while	simultaneously	“applying”	them	in	practice.	One	of	his	pranks	takes	place	
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